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IntroductionIntroduction

This presentation is largely pictorial This presentation is largely pictorial 
and starts with:and starts with:

Greetings from CanadaGreetings from Canada

andand

Thanks to Alf van Thanks to Alf van derder PoortenPoorten for for 
agreeing to speechify for meagreeing to speechify for me

We advertise 3 CEIC initiatives briefly We advertise 3 CEIC initiatives briefly 
first and then turn to the main show.first and then turn to the main show.



Raising the bar again, SGI has increased the Raising the bar again, SGI has increased the 
performance and interactivity available to remote users performance and interactivity available to remote users 
and multiand multi--user collaborative teams, enabling them to user collaborative teams, enabling them to 
visually analyze complex data sets and reach decisions visually analyze complex data sets and reach decisions 
faster than ever before. faster than ever before. 

The combination of OpenGL The combination of OpenGL VizserverVizserver 3.3 with Onyx4 3.3 with Onyx4 
and the new Scalable Graphics Capture card can now and the new Scalable Graphics Capture card can now 
deliver full screen visual results to remote clients at up to deliver full screen visual results to remote clients at up to 
30 frames per second, with some scientific visualization 30 frames per second, with some scientific visualization 
and engineering analysis applications able to achieve as and engineering analysis applications able to achieve as 
high as 60 frames per second for full screen results.high as 60 frames per second for full screen results.

SGI Delivers the Most Powerful Collaborative Visualization 
Available with Visual Area Networking



Illustrating the benefits of OpenGL Illustrating the benefits of OpenGL VizserverVizserver 3.3 with Onyx4, is 3.3 with Onyx4, is 
WestGridWestGrid, a $48 million grid computing infrastructure project that , a $48 million grid computing infrastructure project that 
provides high performance computing, networking, and provides high performance computing, networking, and 
collaboration tools to seven institutions in western Canada. collaboration tools to seven institutions in western Canada. 
WestGrid is dramatically advancing the visualization capability WestGrid is dramatically advancing the visualization capability 
delivered to the researcher's desktop using an 8delivered to the researcher's desktop using an 8--pipe Silicon pipe Silicon 
Graphics Onyx4 as a VAN server at Simon Fraser University, in Graphics Onyx4 as a VAN server at Simon Fraser University, in 
Vancouver, B.C. Vancouver, B.C. 

""We are excited by the level of visualization capability this allWe are excited by the level of visualization capability this allows ows 
us to deliver to the desktop of our computational community," us to deliver to the desktop of our computational community," 
explains Brian Corrie, collaboration and visualization coordinatexplains Brian Corrie, collaboration and visualization coordinator or 
for WestGrid. "We are able to deliver very datafor WestGrid. "We are able to deliver very data--intensive intensive 
interactive, collaborative visualizations between researchers ininteractive, collaborative visualizations between researchers in
Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, and BanffVancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge, and Banff——a a 
distance of more than 800 km.distance of more than 800 km.”” (May 20)(May 20)

SGI Delivers the Most Powerful Collaborative Visualization 
Available with Visual Area Networking
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The CEIC’s work on

Best Practice Statements

MathNet Pages

and

IMU on the Web
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PART I



WestGridWestGrid

1.1. Insert Annual reportInsert Annual report

































AG and Advanced Collaborative EnvironmentsAG and Advanced Collaborative Environments

•• The Access Grid (AG) is a The Access Grid (AG) is a ““voice, image etc voice, image etc 
over IPover IP”” collaboration technology which collaboration technology which 
offers a uniquely cost effective and highoffers a uniquely cost effective and high--
quality experience for users and participants quality experience for users and participants 
of collaborationsof collaborations------each site being differenteach site being different. . 

•• It is described on the Argonne access grid It is described on the Argonne access grid 
website as website as ““an ensemble of resources an ensemble of resources 
including multimedia largeincluding multimedia large--format displays, format displays, 
presentation and interactive environments, presentation and interactive environments, 
and interfaces to Grid middleware and to and interfaces to Grid middleware and to 
visualization environmentsvisualization environments..””



Access Grid and ACEAccess Grid and ACE’’ss

•• AG technology is used at over 180 sites AG technology is used at over 180 sites 
worldwide for activities such as very large worldwide for activities such as very large 
distributed meeting, lectures, seminars, and distributed meeting, lectures, seminars, and 
other interactive collaborative tasks.other interactive collaborative tasks.

•• WestGridWestGrid is utilizing the Access Grid as an is utilizing the Access Grid as an 
enabling technology to provide collaborative enabling technology to provide collaborative 
resources to resources to allall 7 (soon 12) WestGrid sites7 (soon 12) WestGrid sites. . 

•• Leveraging AG's capabilities and integrating Leveraging AG's capabilities and integrating 
visualization tools and other services, AG is visualization tools and other services, AG is 
a base for scientific visualization and for a base for scientific visualization and for 
research into new collaborative technologies.research into new collaborative technologies.



The AG in Action The AG in Action 
in CoLabin CoLab



Netera in CalgaryNetera in Calgary



Lethbridge  AlbertaLethbridge  Alberta



UBC Magic LabUBC Magic Lab



University University 
of Calgaryof Calgary



Simon Fraser Simon Fraser ColabColab
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Unproductive time (%)

3%

97%

all events (total unproductive time)

productive time

HCI  Study HCI  Study 







A Grade 4 math classA Grade 4 math class





Examining a climate modelExamining a climate model



A typical useA typical use



Steve Wolfram in a new kind of labSteve Wolfram in a new kind of lab



JMBJMB



The The LifeLife of Piof Pi





CMS CMS MathcampMathcamp



For Education Day



Interactive DictionaryInteractive Dictionary













Portable CoLabPortable CoLab



colab.msitecolab.msite
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JavaViewLibJavaViewLib



RobRob’’s anaglyph s anaglyph 
worldworld



Passive to ActivePassive to Active



The cave opened outThe cave opened out



Passive to ActivePassive to Active



Heart MuscleHeart Muscle



PolyhedraPolyhedra



Mathematical  Cave KnotsMathematical  Cave Knots



KnotPlot freewareKnotPlot freeware





Springer CalendarSpringer Calendar



Math by ExperimentMath by Experiment



Helaman FergusonHelaman Ferguson



•

•



A man and his art



SFUSFU





• Resources 48 million dollar installation (cost effective)

• 256 Cpu Origin Edmonton

• 1008 Cpu IBM Blade server UBC

•156 CPU Compac Alpha Calgary

• Archival storage and Visualization server SFU

• Single sign on and Grid enabled

• 1500km GigE private network

• Going National

West West 
GridGrid



Access Grid againAccess Grid again



Four city openingFour city opening



Based on these experiences we are now Based on these experiences we are now 
building thebuilding the

DDalhousie alhousie DDistributed        istributed        
RResearch esearch IInstitutenstitute

andand
VVirtual irtual EEnvironmentnvironment

Come and visitCome and visit www.cs.dal.ca/ddrivewww.cs.dal.ca/ddrive




